Abstract. The Poisson-Galton-Watson distribution on nite trees, and the related PGW 1 (1) distribution on in nite trees with one end, arise in several contexts, in particular as n ! 1 weak limits within various size-n combinatorial models. We review this topic, introducingslick notation for describing such distributions. We then describe a family of continuous-time Markov chains whose marginal distributions are of Poisson-Galton-Watson type. Di erent chains in this family have connections with di erent parts of the extensive literature on tree and forest-valued chains (the random graph process, stochastic coalescence, spanning tree chains) and also illustrate the classical state-spacecompacti cation theory of continuous-time countable-state chains.
Introduction
Tree-and forest-valued Markov chains have been studied in several areas.
Evolution of tree-based data structures (Knuth 13 ], Mahmoud 16] ). The Markov chain tree theorem (Pemantle 18 ], ), which to a nite-state Markov chain associates a chain on the set of spanning trees.
The classical random graph process (Bollob as 7], ). By ignoring edges created within components, the components grow as a forestvalued process.
Reversible models of polymerization (Whittle 20] , Pittel et al. 17] ). Irreversible models of stochastic coalescence (Aldous 3] ). Spin systems on in nite trees. If the f0; 1g-valued r.v.'s are assigned to edges instead of vertices, we may regard the system as a forest-valued process. These areas have di erent speci c motivations and have largely developed independently. Setting aside applications, consider the question amongst the unlimited number of tree-valued chains one could de ne, which seem mathematically fundamental? The purpose of this paper is to describe (sections 3 and 4) one family of six or seven related chains which do seem fundamental, and which have connections with several of the areas above. The chains in our family have the common features (a) their marginal (i.e. xed time) distributions are related to Poisson-GaltonWatson distributions. root Figure 1 . A u-labeled tree t (b) They arise within n ! 1 weak limits of various Markov chains whose state spaces are sets of size-n combinatorial objects. In other words, our chains provide \time-evolving" extensions of known \static" results asserting that Poisson-Galton-Watson distributions arise as weak limits within combinatorial models, so we start by reviewing that topic in section 2.
Our presentation is somewhat informal, for reasons explained in section 3.2.
The chains of sections 3.4 and 3.5 are studied rigorously in Aldous-Pitman 4]. The chains in section 4 are novel and may be worthy of rigorous study in future.
Poisson-Galton-Watson distributions as weak limits
For 0 1 the Poisson-Galton-Watson distribution PGW( ) on nite trees is the distribution of the family tree of a Galton-Watson branching process with one progenitor and Poisson( ) o spring distribution. >From some viewpoints these are the \canonical" distributions on nite trees, and the related distribution PGW 1 (1) on a set of in nite trees (\trees with one end") is the canonical distribution on that set. In this section we describe how these distributions arise as weak limits of distributions on size-n structures. The material is essentially known and straightforward: the main novelty is the slick 1 notation we now introduce.
2.1. Notation for distributions on trees. In this paper, trees (and treecomponents of forests) are rooted and unordered (i.e. in the usual parent-child interpretation of edges, we do not distinguish birth order of children). There are two standard conventions to specify what is meant by the set of all n-vertex trees. One can regard vertices as labeled by the integers f1; 2; : : : ; ng, with Cayley's formula asserting there exist n n?1 distinct such trees. Or one can regard trees as unlabeled, giving a smaller number of \shapes" of trees, where two trees have the same shape i there is a root-preserving bijection between vertices which preserves edges. For discussing tree-valued chains, the second convention is unsatisfactory because, in the joint distribution of the chain at times s 1 and s 2 , one cannot determine whether a particular vertex at time s 1 is the \same vertex" as some vertex at time s 2 . The rst convention cannot be used directly because our trees have varying size. Instead we introduce the idea of labeling vertices by distinct real numbers u 2 (0; 1). De ne T to be the set of nite rooted trees in which vertices i (including the root) are labeled with distinct u i 2 (0; 1). Call an element t 2 T a u-labeled tree. Write jtj for the number of vertices of t. Figure 1 illustrates a typical element t of T.
Given a random rooted tree T , we may regard it as a random element of T by assigning independent U(0; 1) (i.e. uniform on (0; 1)) random labels to the vertices. The ultimate purpose is that, when we formalize tree-valued Markov chains as T-valued chains (T s ; 0 s), we can look at joint distributions (T s1 ; T s2 ) and tell whether a speci c vertex of T s2 is also a vertex of T s1 . But it turns out that formalizing random trees as u-labeled trees leads to a very useful way of describing distributions on trees, at least in settings related to Poisson-Galton-Watson distributions. Let f : T ! 0; 1) be a function such that f(t) depends only on the shape of t, not on the values (u i ). Say a random tree T has density f(t) if the chance that T is a tree with the same shape as t and with labels in u i ; u i + du i ] , 1 i jtj, equals f(t) du 1 : : :du jtj . This de nition is di cult to assimilate at rst; we hope that repeated use throughout the paper will make it seem less mysterious. Here is a \discrete" reformulation. Given a random nite rooted tree T , introduce an arti cial parameter N, label vertices of T by sampling without replacement from f1; 2; : : : ; Ng (with some unimportant convention for the case jT j > N) and call the resulting random tree T (N) . For given t 2 T write t int for the tree obtained from t by an arbitrary relabeling of vertices as f1; 2; : : : ; jtjg. Then the property 8t 2 T : P(T (N) = t int ) N ?jtj f(t) as N ! 1
is equivalent to saying T has density f( ). Let us illustrate by calculating the density for a PGW( ) distributed tree T . Take t as in Figure 1 where successive terms represent: chance root gets label 1, chance of 3 children, chance children labeled as 2; 3; 4 in some order, chance children have (0; 1; 0) grandchildren, chance grandchild gets label 5, chance it has 0 children. Thus P(T (N) = t int ) = 4 e ?5 N(N?1):::(N?4) and so this particular t has f(t) = 4 e ?5 . Applying the same argument to a general tree t we see that the PGW( ) density is f (t) = (jtj?1) e ? jtj (2.2) and in particular for = 1 f 1 (t) = e ?jtj : (2. 3) The focus of this paper is that this density notation (loosely reminiscent of statistical physics) turns out to be very useful for specifying or verifying transition rates for certain tree-valued chains (look ahead to section 3.1). It is not intended to facilitate explicit calculations, though as an exercise the reader might deduce from (2.2) the well-known fact that, for T with PGW( ) distribution, the size jT j has As abuse of notation, when a random tree T has density f( ) we sometimes write P(T = t) in place of f(t). . We can use this bijection to de ne a probability distribution PGW 1 (1) on T 1 as the product distribution PGW(1) PGW (1) : : :.
The PGW 1 (1) distribution is in many ways the \canonical" probability distribution on T 1 . It arises in several n ! 1 settings (see Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 and section 2.7). We rst give a technically useful equivalent description. The height of a vertex in a tree is its distance from the root; the height of a tree is the maximum vertex height. Let T h be the set of nite rooted trees with height at most h. There is a natural restriction map r h : T ! T h , taking t to the subtree t h consisting of vertices at height h, and there is a corresponding map r h : T 1 ! T h , where in r h (t) the original \path towards in nity" is no longer distinguished. (2.9) Informally, this is \local" convergence.
The next three sections describe three fundamental examples. We write out proofs to illustrate our \density" notation.
2.4. PGW( ) as a limit within G(n; =n). In the random graph G(n; =n) there are n vertices, and each of the ? n 2 possible edges is present independently with probability =n. The next result is implicit in much of classical random graph theory 7] and explicit (in di erent language) in 1].
Lemma 2.2. Let G n be the component of G(n; =n) containing vertex 1, considered as a random rooted graph. Then G n d ! PGW( ) as n ! 1.
Proof. We claim that G n has density (on T) n(n ? where the rst term is the chance the root gets label in u 1 ; u 1 + du 1 ], the second is the chance of 3 edges to vertices having labels in u i ; u i + du i ]; i = 2; 3; 4, and the third is the chance that u 3 has an edge to some vertex given label in u 5 ; u 5 + du 5 ].
Applying this argument for general t, the chance G n contains t is n(n ? 1) : : :(n ? jtj + 1) n jtj jtj?1 du 1 du 2 : : :du jtj :
In order for G n be equal t, there must be no other edges, and Q(n; t) counts the number of forbidden edges.
2.5. PGW 1 (1) as a limit within the Wright-Fisher model. In the Wright-Fisher model (Ewens 9]) each generation of a population has n female individuals, and each individual in generation g (for ?1 < g < 1) is the daughter of a uniform random mother in generation g ? 1. Thus if we pick an individual in generation 0 as the root, then this individual and her descendants (indicated by in the Figure 3 ) form a random tree T n ; the root individual also has an in nite line of descent through generations ?1; ?2; : : :, and the family tree linking all individuals (in generations ?1 through n, say) de nes a sin-tree T n . Near-relatives of the root are indicated by in Figure 3 .
Because each individual has Binomial(n; 1=n) children, the following lemma is intuitively clear. Here the term b(n; n(i; t)) re ects existence of edges in t from generation i to generation i ? 1, and the term (1 ? n(i?1;t) n ) n?n(i;t) re ects non-existence of other edges. Then as n ! 1 P(T n = t) ! exp(? (1) is similar. 2.6. PGW 1 (1) as a limit within the uniform random n-tree. While the previous weak convergence results (Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3) were intuitively obvious to probabilists, the next may not be. It is due to Grimmett 10] , who used it to explain earlier combinatorial results. Cayley's formula says there are n n?2 trees on vertex set f1; 2; : : : ; ng rooted at vertex 1. Let S n be a uniform random such tree.
Lemma 2.4. S n d ! PGW 1 (1).
Proof. As in previous cases, the proof rests on an explicit formula. Fix h and t 2 T h with k = n(h; t) 1 . We claim that, regarding r h (S n ) as a u-labeled tree, it has density (n ? 1)(n ? 2) : : :(n ? jtj + 1)k(n ? jtj + k) n?jtj?1 n n?2 : (2.10) Then as n ! 1, this density tends to n(h; t) exp(n(h; t)?jtj), and this limit is the density f h (t) of the restriction of PGW 1 (1) by (2.7).
To derive (2.10), recall another form of Cayley's formula. The number of forests on vertices f1; 2; : : : ; mg with exactly k tree-components rooted at k speci ed vertices equals c(m; k) = km m?k?1 . Write A n (t) for the set of trees obtainable by giving the vertices of t labels from f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Then the number of trees on f1; 2; : : : ; ng rooted at 1 whose restriction to height h is in A n (t) equals (n ? 1)(n ? Figure 4 . Joining where the rst term counts labelings of t and the second counts extensions above height h. So, before u-labeling, P(r h (S n ) 2 A n (t)) = formula in (2:10):
But u-labeling a tree in A n (t) has chance du 1 : : :du jtj to assign labels in u i ; u i +du i ] for all i, and so we get the same formula for the density after u-labeling.
Other limit representations of PGW 1 (1). Lemma 2.4 seems less
mysterious if one knows that the uniform labeled n-tree is distributed as the PGW(1) tree conditioned on having size equal to n. It is well known (see 4] Lemma 23) that several di erent formalizations of \PGW(1) conditioned to be large" lead to the PGW 1 (1) limit.
In a di erent direction, the uniform random tree S n in Lemma 2.4 may be viewed as a special case (the complete graph) of the uniform random spanning tree of an given size-n graph. Lemma 2.4 can be extended to spanning trees of certain other graphs 2, 18].
3. Markov chains with Poisson-Galton-Watson marginals 3.1. Notation for tree-valued chains. Our tree-processes evolve by \join-ing" and \pruning" operations. If u is a vertex-label of t 1 , then let (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) denote the tree obtained by joining t 1 and t 2 via a new edge from u to the root of t 2 , and let the root of the new tree be the root of t 1 (Figure 4) . A transition t 1 ! (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) is a \joining" operation; the \pruning" operation of cutting an edge and retaining the subtree containing the root is a transition of the reverse form (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) ! t 1 .
We illustrate this notation with a simple example (somewhat di erent in spirit from our subsequent examples). Here is a Metropolis scheme for constructing a treevalued discrete-time chain whose stationary distribution is (by design) PGW( ), for xed 1, and where the only transitions allowed are to add or delete a leaf. In words, a step of the chain is Toss a fair coin. If Heads, pick a uniform random vertex v, and with chance e ? append a leaf to v. If Tails, pick (if possible) a uniform random vertex v other than the root, and if v is a leaf, delete it.
Symbolically, writing for the single-vertex tree, the transition probabilities are t ! (t; u; ) : probability e ? 2jtj (t; u; ) ! t : probability 1 2jtj for each vertex u of t. To check that the stationary distribution is indeed PGW( ) we need to con rm the detailed balance equation f (t) e ? 2jtj = f (t; u; ) 1 2jtj ; and indeed by (2.2) both sides equal jtj e ? jtj? =(2jtj).
Caveat. In following sections we describe continuous-time tree-valued
Markov chains by specifying their transition rates. Conceptually, the rates can be described in words, not depending on any choice of notation for trees; but our density notation is useful for discussing marginal distributions.
There is a technical issue { not pursued in this paper { of showing that rates do indeed specify a unique chain. In Aldous-Pitman 4] we give a rigorous constructive treatment of two of the chains (those in sections 3.4 and 3.5) without explicitly using rates or the density notation. It is not hard to make explicit constructions of the other chains, except for the \exotic" chain in section 4.3. But the present paper is intended as a more informal and intuitive presentation. The de nitions of the chains are mostly motivated as limits of nite-state chains. Writing out rigorous proofs of these weak limit results would be technically complicated, so we shall present them as \weak limit assertions" with only brief explanations. In only two places (sections 3.7 and 4.3) do there arise issues of substance rather than technique, so we write those as explicit conjectures.
We think of our chains as a \family" because their transition rates involve qualitatively similar pruning and joining rules. Note that some of the chains are (time)-homogeneous while some are non-homogeneous; and some are (time)-reversible while others are non-reversible. (these rates apply to each possible transition, i.e. each possible combination of t 1 , u and t 2 ). In words, Each edge is pruned away at rate 1; at each vertex, at rate there is adjoined a PGW( )-distributed tree. We claim this chain is reversible with stationary distribution PGW( ). We need only verify the detailed balance equation f (t 1 ) f (t 2 ) = f (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) 1 (3.3) and indeed, by (2.2) both sides equal jt1j+jt2j?1 e ? (jt1j+jt2j) .
As motivation for the de nition, regard the random graph G(n; =n) as the stationary distribution of the chain whose state space is the set of graphs on f1; In brief: each edge of H n s dies at rate 1 ? =n, which is asymptotic to (3.2). Since there are (1 ? o(1))n vertices outside H n s , at each vertex of H n s a new edge to some vertex v is created at rate n (1 ? o(1))n ! , and the distribution of the joined component containing v will be approximately the distribution of H n s , i.e. with density f . Curiously, this chain (H s ) has not been studied, though (regarding the random graph as a mean-eld model of percolation) it is analogous to the recently-studied topic of ickering percolation 11]. For < 1, using the fact that the distribution (2.4) of jH s j has geometrically decreasing tail it is not hard to show that T a := inffs : jH s j ag p ! 1 as a ! 1 so that the chain stays in the state space T at all times. For = 1 this is more delicate. In the rst draft, and at the Workshop, I asserted that T a < 1 a.s. when = 1. But this is false. More careful analysis, which may be presented elsewhere, shows that in fact T a goes to in nity at rate loga. It is intuitively clear (and proved in Aldous 1] in di erent language) that this process is the weak limit of the component containing vertex 1 in the usual random graph process (G(n; =n); 0). In particular, the marginal distribution at time is PGW( ). We may verify this intrinsically by verifying the forwards equation
The right side becomes ?1 f (t)(jtj ? 1) ? f (t)jtj and this is indeed the derivative of (2.2).
This process (G ) is studied in detail in Aldous-Pitman 4]. In particular, one can extend the time-interval from 0 1 to 0 < A, where A > 1 is the ascension time, indicating (in the random graph pre-limit) the time at which the component under study joins the giant component. Qualitatively, G A? is a nite tree; at time A it acquires an edge linking it to an in nite tree. The distribution of A is speci ed by (3.9) below.
The process (G s ; 0 s 1). This process, and its extension to general
Galton-Watson trees, is also studied rigorously in Aldous-Pitman 4], which contains elaborations of the results stated here (except for the \rate" result in Lemma  3.2(b) ).
Let G 1 have PGW 1 (1) distribution. Attach independent U(0; 1) random variables e to its edges; consider the subgraph consisting of edges e with e s, and let G s be the component of that subgraph containing the root. So G 0 = , the single-vertex tree. Clearly the process (G s ; 0 s 1) is Markov when s is decreasing, so it is automatically (non-homogeneous) Markov when s is increasing. The rst assertion of the lemma is that for xed s the distribution of G s is the PGW(s) distribution, size-biased by total population size. Several relationships between (G t ) and (G t ) are explored in 4]. The rst is that in reversed time they evolve in the same way. At ( 4] equation (85)) this is formalized as: for xed t 2 T, 0 < < 1 and 0 < s < 1, dist(G t ; 0 t 1jG = t) = dist(G ts ; 0 t 1jG s = t):
Here is a reformulation in terms of transition rates. process, considered as a rooted tree. As n ! 1 we expect a limit tree-valued process (T s ; s 0) such that P(jT s j = i) = ic(i; s) (3.11) at least for s smaller than some \gelation time". Now change viewpoints, and consider seeking to de ne the candidate limit process directly. Combining the argument for (3.10) with the size-biasing relationship (3.11), one can see that the appropriate formula is as follows. De ne (T s ) to be the T-valued chain with T 0 = and with transition rate at time s t 1 ! (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) : rate K(jt 1 j; jt 2 j) jt 1 j jt 2 j g s (t 2 ) (3.12)
where g s is the density of T s . Note (3.12) has the unusual feature that the formula for transition rates involves the marginal density of the process itself. Solving (3.12) for g s is essentially equivalent to solving the Smoluchowski coagulation equation (3.10) for c(i; s). But (3.4) says that the densities (f ; 0 1) of the PGWgrowth process (G ; 0 1) solve (3.12) for K(i; j) = ij. And (3.5) says that the densities (g s ; 0 s 1) of the process (G s ; 0 s 1) solve (3.12) for K(i; j) = i + j, except with an extra factor (1 ? s) ?1 on the right side. So after making the deterministic time-change to (g 1?e ?s ; 0 s < 1) we do get a solution of (3.12) for K(i; j) = i + j.
Returning to the case K(i; j) = ij, for > 1 the PGW( ) distribution has a sub-probability density f on the set T of nite trees. But for > 1 , (f ) is no longer a solution of (3.12) (with t i nite trees), because in the random graph pre-limit there is coalescence between nite trees and the giant component which has no counterpart in (3.12) . In the next section we construct a process (G 0 s ) whose densities (h s ) do solve (3.12) on T: see (3.15). For the weak limit interpretation see Conjecture 3.6.
3.7. The process (G 0 s ; 0 s < Z). For 0 s < 1 let h s be the density on T given by h s = f s ; 0 s 1 = s ?1 f 1 ; s > 1 where f s is the PGW(s) density, so that h s is a sub-probability density for s > 1. Proof. For xed s 1, P(G 0 s = t; Z > s) = P(G sV = t) = f s (t)
by Proposition 3.4. For xed s 1, P(G 0 s = t; Z > s) = P(G sV = t; V < 1=s) = = s ?1 P(G V = t) because P(V < 1=s) = 1=s and dist(sV jV < 1=s) = dist(V ) establishing (3.15). Comparing Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 leads to an interesting paradox. Both processes (G s ) and (G 0 s ) can be constructed as (G sV ), stopped at times ? log V 1?V and 1=V respectively. So we can say the process (G s ; 0 s < A) is distributed as the process (G 0 s ; 0 s Z) stopped at the random time A = log Z 1?Z ?1 . But the transition rates (for s > 1) for the two processes are di erent. The resolution of the paradox is that, for a \stopped" process to have the same transition rates (before stopping, of course), the stopping time must be a (randomized) stopping time in the technical sense, and A here is not such a stopping time.
Motivation for study of (G 0 s ) comes from the following limit considerations. Modify the random graph process (G(n; s=n); s 0) by specifying that components whose size exceeds a threshold (n) are forbidden to coalesce with other components (imagine a physical process of aggregation in a liquid, where su ciently large aggregates precipitate out). Thus when the process is run to time in nity, instead of getting one component of size n we get a set of components, all of sizes between (n) and 2 (n) (except perhaps one smaller component).
Conjecture 3.6. Let (n) be a function such that (n) ! 1 and (n)=n ! 0 as n ! 1. Consider the Marcus-Lushnikov process with K n (x; y) = xy1 (max(x;y) (n)) :
Let Q n (t) be the component containing vertex 1 at time t, let Q n (t) = jQ n (t)j be its size, and let Z n = minft : Q n (t) > (n)g. Then as n ! 1, (Q n (t); 0 t < Z n ) d ! (G t ; 0 t < Z) and so in particular P(Z n > t) ! t ?1 ; t > 1 P(Q n (t) = q; Z n > t) !?1 e ?q q! t ?1 ; t > 1; q 1:
This seems genuinely harder than our previous weak limit assertions, because we cannot write down useful exact expressions for the distribution of Q n (t). The speci c chains we shall describe are novel, and indeed the notion of chains with such boundary behavior arising as weak limits within concrete discrete settings seems novel. The chain in sections 4.1 and 4.2 exhibits the qualitatively simplest boundary behavior, being in nite only at isolated times. A more exotic chain is outlined in section 4.3.
Chains with boundary behavior
4.1. The backwards chain. This chain is motivated as a weak limit of a chain on spanning trees (weak limit assertion 4.3). It will also provide an alternative explanation (Corollary 4.6) of the striking \quasistationarity" property (3.14) of (G 0 s ): that the conditional distribution of G 0 s given Z > s is PGW(1) for all s 1.
We study the T-valued chain ( T s ) speci ed in words as Each edge is pruned away at rate 1; at rate 1 a PGW 1 (1) in nite tree is appended at the root and symbolically by transition rates t 1 ! (t 1 ; root; ) : rate f ( ) (t 1 ; u; t 2 ) ! t 1 : rate 1
where f is the density of the PGW 1 (1) in nite tree. Here (t 1 ; root; t 2 ) indicates joining the root of t 2 to the root of t 1 by a new edge. The point is that an in nite branch is adjoined at the times at a Poisson (rate 1) process, thus taking the chain outside the set T of nite trees, but this new branch is immediately cut back to nite size, so the chain only spends isolated time-instants outside T. Proposition 4.1. The chain ( T s ) has unique stationary distribution PGW(1).
Proof. We consider restrictions to height h. Recall (2.6,2.7)
f h (t) = e n(h;t)?jtj ; t 2 T h f h (t) = n(h; t)e n(h;t)?jtj ; t 2 T h are the distributions of the restrictions of PGW (1) in, by joining n(t; h)f h (t) (these rates plainly do balance). The \out" rates are clear. To verify the \in, by pruning" rate, we need to show that for each vertex u of t at height less than h, X t2:(t;u;t2)2T h f h (t; u; t 2 ) f h (t) = 1:
But, if u is at distance j from the root, this reduces to X t22T h?j?1 f h?j?1 (t 2 ) = 1 which holds because f h?j?1 is a probability distribution. To verify the \in, by joining" rate, for each edge e of t incident at the root, we may write t = (t 1 ; root; t h?1 ) where t h?1 is the subtree of height at most h ? 1 which is pruned away by cutting e. The ow rate from t 1 to t equals f h (t 1 )f h?1 (t h?1 ) = m(e)f h (t) where m(e) is the number of vertices at height h in t which lie in the branch through e. Summing over edges e gives the stated rate.
The special case = 1 of Proposition 3.4 is the assertion that G V has PGW (1) distribution. Here is an interesting independent proof of that fact, restated in words. Our motivation for the de nition of ( T s ) came from the following weak limit assertion. Let (Q n i ) be the discrete-time Markov chain taking values in the set of all n n?1 rooted trees on labeled vertices f1; : : : ; ng, which in one step goes from t to a tree t 0 as follows. Pick a uniform random vertex I. If I = root(t) then let t 0 = t.
Otherwise, draw an edge from root(t) to I, creating a cycle, and delete the other edge in the cycle incident at root(t): let t 0 be the resulting tree, rooted at I. It is easy to check that the stationary distribution is uniform. This chain may be regarded as the specialization (to the complete graph) of the now well-known random walk algorithm for constructing a uniform random spanning tree of a general nite undirected graph 2, 8] , which is part of the circle of ideas surrounding the Markov chain tree theorem 18, 15] . Now Outline. If the vertex I chosen at step i+1 is not a vertex of F n i then F n i+1 = F n i . If I is a non-root vertex u of F n i then F n i+1 is obtained from F n i by pruning the edge from u to its parent. After time-rescaling, in F n bnsc each edge is being pruned at rate asymptotic to 1. When I is vertex 1 (which happens at rescaled rate 1) the new tree F n i+1 is obtained from F n i by attaching to the root an edge to a vertex v which is the root of a random tree on the remaining n ? jF n i j vertices. By Lemma Proof. In the stationary ( T s ) chain, let C be the rst time that an in nite branch is joined. Clearly P(C > s) = e ?s and, for xed s, the event fC > sg is independent of T 0 . The assertions of (a) follow immediately by time-reversal. Call this chain (R n i ), and regard the tree as rooted at vertex n. As in section 4.1, de ne F n i to be the subtree of R n i rooted at vertex 1 obtained by cutting the edge at vertex 1 which leads toward the root. Lemma 2.4 says that F n (ii) at each vertex v of t, at rate 1=2 the edge at the root leading toward v is cut, and simultaneously an in nite PGW 1 (1)-distributed branch is attached to the root. To complete a verbal speci cation of (Z s ) we need to de ne transitions which are qualitatively reverse to (i) when t is in nite. Obviously it is a challenge to formalize such a de nition and show that it does specify a unique process.
